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Americans who own e-readers tend to read more often than those who read only printed works, a Pew survey found.

STORY HIGHLIGHTS
E-book users tend to read more
often than people who read only
print material, a survey finds
A third of people who read econtent say they now spend
more time reading than before
Currently 28% of Americans age
18 and older own at least one
tablet or e-reader

Editor's note: Amy Gahran writes about mobile tech for CNN.com.
She is a San Francisco Bay Area writer and media consultant whose
blog, Contentious.com, explores how people communicate in the
online age.
(CNN) -- E-books aren't just becoming increasingly popular. They
also appear to be promoting reading habits among American adults.
So says new research from the Pew Internet and American Life
Project, which states that about one-fifth of U.S. adults have read an
e-book in the past year.
And if you expand that to include Americans over 16 who have used
an e-reader device or app to read news articles or magazine-style
features, the figure jumps to 43%.
Most popular Tech stories right now

E-book users tend to read more often than people who read only
print material, Pew found. In particular, they read more books. A
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typical e-book user read 24 books in the past year, compared with
the 15 books reported by typical non-e-book users.
Also, a third of people who read e-content say they now spend more
time reading than they did before e-books. This is especially true for
people who own tablets and e-book readers.
This might be good for the economy. According to Pew, ebook users are "also more likely than others to have
bought their most recent book, rather than borrowed it, and
they are more likely than others to say they prefer to
purchase books in general."
E-Reader or iPad
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E-readers and tablets (including Amazon's Kindle Fire ereader, which is a modified Android tablet) were a popular
holiday gift item last year. Currently 28% of Americans age
18 and older own at least one tablet or an e-book reader.
And that's not even counting the people who read books
on a smartphone or iPod Touch app.

Kindle Fire: Good, but no iPad killer

Then again, Pew also noted that e-book users often start
searching for books online -- which isn't great news for
people who run brick-and-mortar bookstores.

For now, print reading material still rules the consumer market,
however. Pew found that nearly three-fourths of U.S. adults read a
printed book in 2011, and 11% listened to an audiobook. Print books
are especially popular when people read to children.
Print books are also the most popular choice when people want to
borrow or lend a book. That's not surprising -- recently author Dave
Taylor explained step-by-step how to borrow a Kindle book from a
public library. It's not too difficult, but is still considerably more
complicated than walking into the library and pulling a book off the
shelf.
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The survey also found that just slightly more people prefer e-books
over print for reading in bed.
On the flip side, Pew noted that nearly 20% of U.S. adults said they
had not read a single book in the past year. In general, people who
don't own electronic reading devices are more likely not to read much
at all.
In addition, nearly 20% of Americans 16 and older said they had
"physical or health conditions that made reading difficult or
challenging." Most of these people are older (25% of those over age
50), unemployed or low-income. But an interesting aspect of e-book
and audiobook technology is its potential to improve the accessibility
of written content.
Most e-reading devices allow the reader to adjust the font, font size,
contrast, column width, and other factors to compensate for impaired
vision. Plus, they often include text-to-speech technology that can
read books or articles aloud -- maybe not with thrilling delivery, but
still a useful option. This can also be helpful to people with limited
literacy.
The cost of e-reading devices keeps dropping, and it's likely that in
the next year or two companies like Amazon may be giving away
basic e-readers for free (on the principle that you can make more
money selling "blades" than "razors").
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As the price of e-readers approaches zero, it opens up more
opportunities for people who have been left on the wrong side of the
digital divide to access the same wealth of information, entertainment
and education as people with normal vision and average-or-better
income.
Since the invention of writing, the written word has always disrupted
the balance of power in societies. While e-books might have started
out as a high-tech novelty for early adopters, they may ultimately
prove to be a great equalizer across boundaries of ability, resources
and education.
The opinions expressed in this post are solely those of Amy Gahran.
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squidbait
Since all publishers don't sell all books: Come up with a single device that can read ANY format, or come
up with a single non-proprietary format that will work on ANY device and I'll think about it. Until then...not
worth it.
4 days ago

3 Likes

Like

Sixnard
I have a Kindle, and I like it, especially while traveling. But I find myself drifting back to ordinary books a
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lot, because I like to lend and borrow them. Kindle, understandably, doesn't make this easy.
Sadly, my dream of building a technical library I could tote from job to job is not working out well at all.
Kindle versions of many such books (especially, somewhat oddly, software references) aren't available,
or the formatting is garbled so badly they are next to useless. I suppose this will get sorted out in time, but
right now it's frustrating that the material I would most benefit from isn't available or doesn't work on the
Kindle.
1 week ago

3 Likes

Like

8r1f0nt
Although I welcome the rise in e-books, I am cautious about the potential of integrating subliminal
messages.
1 week ago

Like

Sixnard
Well, given that there's never been an actual instance of a subliminal message actually working,
I wouldn't worry about it.
1 week ago

in reply to 8r1f0nt

9 Likes

Like

Charles10034
which states that about one-fifth of U.S. adults have read an e-book in the past year.........................Pretty
good since about half of adults do not read any books at all.
1 week ago

8 Likes
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Zero36
I love reading REAL books.
1 week ago

10 Likes

Like

Ryan1972
Books are a collection of words, not cardboard paper and glue. I read at least twice as much as I
did before I had an e-reader because of the convenience. I'm not going to carry 25 books, 3
newspapers and 5 magazines with me. But an e-reader is easy. I never lose my place, I can buy
a book in 5 seconds, anywhere, anytime. The luddites can keep their paper books and silly
romantic notions about recycled pulp and wrinkled paperbacks. Books are words, not paper. Get
over it.
1 week ago

in reply to Zero36

29 Likes

Like

Kevweb
That number is low. Why would anyone not just read books on their iPad or Kindle? Why is it so tough for
old people to understand technology makes your life easier and better?
1 week ago

1 Like

Like

FreeDumbie
Nothing promotes reading in video game/Reality TV America..what a joke!! LMAO...
1 week ago

Like

jackd418
I love to read,I read this useless story didn't I?
1 week ago
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lcook5
i read about the same number of books as before, but it is now much easier. before i always had a stack
of books that needed disposal. this solved the problem. this is one of the few newfangled devices that
really make sense to me.
1 week ago

3 Likes

Like

Charles10034
Here, you can trade them in on other books so disposal is profitable.
1 week ago

in reply to lcook5

Like

Paul Jacobs
Growing up I was an avid reader starting in elementary school where I ate through the school library
consuming the complete works of Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys, making it through the Lord of The
Rings trilogy in sixth grade, and conquering the sci-fi fantasy genre in high school frequenting used book
stores, walden books, and b. dalton at the mall. Come college I had no time for reading and then as I was
finishing my college years the internet happened and I didn't pick up another book for nearly 20 years.
When I bought iPads for my wife and I everything changed. I discovered that the local library had an emedia site and as long as I had a library card I could download ePub and audio books for free! Now I am
back to high school levels consuming 2-3 books a week between reading ePub books in bed and
listening to audiobooks while on the freeway to and from work. Heck, my wife even puts the iPad inside a
ziplock freezer bag and reads in the bathtub!
And, as things go, even what I do is good for the book industry as most books I like to read are part of a
series of books and somehow (*cough* by design) the library never seems to have every book in the
series so I invariably end up having to buy a Kindle edition of that one book that I am missing from the
series.
1 week ago

9 Likes

Like

Wastrel Way, Retired lawyer and UNIX administrator.
This is egregious nonsense. Certainly if you buy an e-reader you are going to stock it with books, and
use it. In fact, if you buy an e-reader, you probably read more books in the first place. "This may be good
for the economy..." What?
1 week ago

3 Likes

Like

Aloisae
While that factor did strike me as well, there is also the increase in amount of reading reported by
a third of the e-reader purchasers before and after the purchase. While it is possible the amount
of easily accessible free material might impact this which lessens the impact on the economy, I'm
sure that some of it really is increased sales.
For example, my father has read over 300 digital books since he received an IPad for Christmas
in 2010... this after reading less than half a dozen books the previous year because reading had
become so difficult due to failing eyesight. Of course, part of this was free out-of-copyright
material but even so the increase in books actually purchased by him was substantial.
1 week ago

in reply to Wastrel Way

1 Like
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Wastrel Way, Retired lawyer and UNIX administrator.
Yup. I've thought it over. They took a group of people who read more than other people (ereader buyers) and did a scientific study, and proved that they read more than other people.
This is so bursting with excellence that I can hardly contain myself.
1 week ago

in reply to Wastrel Way
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Mary Paddock
I am an avid reader--have been since third grade. I inhale books, often reading over 300 pages in just
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over forty-eight hours. I don't have enough bookshelves so they sometimes wind up stacked on the floor,
on bedside tables, etc. The library is great, but our local branch doesn't always have what I want.
My husband, bless him, gave me a Kindle for Christmas last year (2010). Best investment ever and
nobody trips over books. Amazon is loaded with free downloadable books--classics and with indie
authors. It also has a lending library.
It's handy for textbooks too. I returned to school last fall and easily a 1/3 of my textbooks are
downloadable. Very handy.
1 week ago

6 Likes
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SkandiaRecluse
Lower the price of something and more people buy it, odd how that works isn't it?
1 week ago

3 Likes

Like

TwitHappens
Actually we like the comic and pictures on them e-books. Other folks thin it stands for Ebonics books...
1 week ago

2 Likes
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DesignFlaw
Nearly 20% of american adults have not read a book in the last year? Really? I would be shocked if the
actual percent is below 50. 75% is more realistic.
1 week ago

4 Likes

Like

GizzyN
Agreed. Because we're often reading in restaurants - and people notice this - we've heard many
times over the years... "I don't even remember the last time I picked up a book...I think I was in
college."
What? Are you kidding?!?!
I've never understood how people can just stop reading once it is no longer required by their
schooling.
For all the cracks many of us make about Harry Potter or Twilight, my thought is - at least they
encouraged a new generation to crack a book just for pleasure. Hopefully that will become a lifelong habit for more of that generation.
1 week ago

in reply to DesignFlaw

15 Likes

Like

joeyallday
I wonder when schools will finally switch over to ebooks as a primary learning tool.
1 week ago

1 Like

Like

Diana Schaffer
Some of the larger, and more financially able, school systems already have. Also, many colleges
now do e-books for text books. At mine, the majority of core classes now have their books in
ebook format, downloadable to either an e-reader or to your computer. It has saved my back,
that's for sure
1 week ago

in reply to joeyallday

Like

Cat Nippy
I used to say I would never replace books with an e-reader. Then my husband got me one, and I found I
LOVE it! It's not only lighter weight and easier to carry around than a book, the feature that lets you adjust
the type style and size is wonderful! I read a lot, and the older I get, the tireder my eyes get. Now when I
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am reading late at night, I can just punch up the type size and give my eyes a break.
1 week ago

9 Likes
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GizzyN
You mentioned two things here that were also part of what won me over - and reminded me of
another.
My eyes have gone through big changes this year, and being able to adjust the font size of
whatever I'm reading, with just a few swipes of my finger - HUGE benefit to me. As I mentioned
in my previous post, I live in a small rural town with a very small library... my options with regards
to large print books are exceptionally limited.
The other part is "size." When it comes to my favorite authors, I often want to read their books
the day they are released. In the past, this mean sometimes lugging around obscenely large
hard-bound books. I read EVERYWHERE. My family and I read during meals - at home or at
restaurants, and talk about what we're reading. We sometimes have awesome debates about
character motivation, author intent, etc. In many cases, all of us are anxiously awaiting a new
book from an author - there's no fighting over who gets the book first. We can all read it, at the
same time.
And size also relates to price - I can often end up paying less for my single Kindle edition, which
my entire family can read on the same day - than I would be paying for a large hard-bound book
(not to mention not having to spend gas/time picking it up or paying for shipping).
And one more benefit - audible books. We have an Audible account, which currently has 33
books in it (we just got the account in November). We listen to those in the car, or while
exercising, or while doing housework, etc.
None of which I can get from a bound book.
My family is reading. My family is constantly being exposed to quality writing and fantastic
storytelling. My family is able to share our love of these stories with each other, expanding our
knowledge - and my kids' vocabulary - at the same time.
How is any of this a bad thing?
1 week ago

in reply to Cat Nippy
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